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ABSTRACT 

Photocatalytic Carbon Dioxide Reduction with Zinc(II) Dipyrrin  

Photosensitizers and Iron Catalyst 

by 

Senan Adnan Rasheed 

Much of the energy used in the United States is obtained from petroleum, natural gas, and coal. 

Photocatalytic CO2 reduction can be used to transform CO2 to fuels. Input of energy is required, 

and the sun can provide the energy for this transformation. Photosensitizer, catalyst, and electron 

donor are required for photocatalytic CO2 reduction. 

  

 Due to lack of earth-abundant sensitizers, zinc dipyrrin complexes were synthesized by previous 

group members and have been used as photosensitizers in this research. The ground and excited 

state electrochemical properties of two zinc dipyrrin complexes were determined in polar and 

nonpolar solvents and the measured potentials were used to match the zinc sensitizers with an 

energetically appropriate iron porphyrin catalyst and a benzyl thiol electron donor. Lastly, CO2 

gas was used for the reduction of CO2 by photocatalysis with zinc photosensitizers, iron catalyst 

and electron donor. The products formed in headspace were analyzed by GC.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

Project Overview and Objective 

An estimated of 80% of the energy used in the United States and around the globe is 

obtained from petroleum, natural gas, and coal as shown in Figure 1. Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions from fossil fuel consumption have increased about 29% between 2000 and 2008 in the 

concentration of atmospheric CO2.1,2 Consumption of fossil fuel energy still dominates because it 

is cheaper, higher in energy efficiency and more readily available for usage as compared to other 

sources.3 However, the issue with these carbon-based energy sources is that they are non-

renewable. In order to reduce or control the rising level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 

consumption of carbon-based energy source must be reduced, and they must be replaced with 

carbon-neutral energy sources that are consumable.4      

 

Figure 1. Estimated United States energy consumption in 2018.5 
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Carbon-neutral energy sources signifies the conversion of carbon dioxide into less 

harmful and more useful products in contrast to carbon energy sources. One of the ways to 

utilize these carbon-neutral energy sources is by photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide that 

may provide a solution to the dependence on non-renewable carbon energy sources. 

Photochemical reduction of carbon dioxide using a clean, renewable, and free source of energy 

such as sunlight instead of electricity is a promising pathway to accomplish the conversion of 

carbon dioxide without any additional source of energy. To achieve this purpose, molecular 

based photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide has been reinvestigated in the last few years.6–9 

In this process, the carbon dioxide waste produced from burning fossil fuels can be 

catalytically transformed into new sources of energy such as methane gas, making these fuels a 

more renewable energy option.10 However, reduction of carbon dioxide is an energy-demanding 

process because of the high stability of the carbon dioxide molecule.11 As a result, an input of 

energy is required for this process. One of the possible sources for the required energy is 

sunlight. Furthermore, a photosensitizer may be incorporated to the reaction to make the process 

more efficient. 

Photocatalysis with Zinc(II) Dipyrrin Sensitizers 

A photosensitizer is a molecule that initially absorbs radiation, causing a photochemical 

or photophysical alteration in another molecule.12 A photosensitizer is an important coreactant in 

the process of photocatalytic carbon dioxide reduction.10 Its role is basically to collect light to 

initiate the chemical process.11 In a study conducted by Bonin et al., the presence of a 

photosensitizer was found to provide several advantages as compared to its absence in their 

photocatalysis chemical reaction using iron-based homogenous catalyst.13 One of the advantages 

they found is that photosensitizer lowers irradiation energy by shifting the absorption into the 
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visible region. Another advantage is that photosensitizer increases the efficiency of the process 

by boosting the final step for carbon monoxide (CO) formation, such as the reduction of CO2-

catalyst stripped by radical anion photosensitizer that acts as electron donor. Moreover, 

photosensitizer reduces the catalyst to its active state. Lastly, photosensitizer separates the light 

absorption from the catalysis itself to prevent the catalyst from playing both roles as a 

photosensitizer and/or catalyst for CO2 reduction.11      

A successful photosensitizer should form a long-lived triplet excited state longer than a 

microsecond and must be energetically capable of reducing the catalyst to drive the reduction of 

carbon dioxide. In order to carry out a photocatalytic carbon dioxide reduction, a photosensitizer 

for light absorption, sacrificial electron donor, and a catalyst are required. It is highly 

recommended that both photosensitizer and catalyst are made from Earth-abundant materials if 

the technology were to be applied on a large scale.10 In the literature on carbon dioxide reduction 

catalysts, various studies have been devoted to study metal-based molecular catalysts for either 

electrochemical and photochemical reduction of carbon dioxide.14–16 There are many examples 

of reduction catalysts that include the first-row transition metals such as those shown in Figure 3. 

However, examples of Earth-abundant photosensitizers, especially those used with carbon 

dioxide reduction catalysis, are far more rare.13,17–19  With that, the aim of this study is to test the 

ability of zinc photosensitizers to sensitize photocatalytic carbon dioxide reduction with one of 

many known carbon dioxide reduction catalysts.  

In the artificial photosynthesis research, photocatalysis of carbon dioxide to form CO is 

considered an important reaction to address the issue of global warming and the unavailability of 

energy and carbon resources.20 In previous research studies, many metal-polypyridine complexes 

incorporating in photosensitizers have been used in various photocatalytic systems for carbon 
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dioxide reduction.21 In particular, both ruthenium and iridium are popular in fundamental studies 

and applications as photosensitizers due to their advanced photochemical, redox  properties, and 

to their stability against photodecomposition.22,23 However, these metals are very rare and 

expensive and the use of first-row transition metal as photosensitizer has not been widely 

studied. As a result, a new photosensitizer based on earth-abundant transition metals is needed 

due to their low cost and to their abundance in earth’s crust, as illustrated in Figure 2.24  

Figure 2. Abundance of elements in the earth’s crust. Purple highlights some of the metals that 
most commonly used as photosensitizers. Red highlights major industrial metals including the 
first-row transition metals.24 

 
Carbon Dioxide Reduction Catalysts Incorporating Earth-abundant Materials 

The reduction of carbon dioxide can be accomplished in a variety of multielectron 

reductions reaction coupled with proton transfers. These reactions can lead to compounds such as 

carbon monoxide or can lead to formation of hydrocarbons (mixing carbon monoxide and 
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hydrogen molecule using the Fisher-Tropsch process)25–27 (2e-, 2H+), formaldehyde (4e-, 4H+), 

methanol (6e-, 6H+), and even methane (8e-, 8H+).8    

Due to the high stability of CO2 molecule, a large input of energy is required for the 

transformation to carbon monoxide due to its highly oxidized state.10 Carbon dioxide can be 

reduced to carbon monoxide by a reaction where there is a transfer of two electrons and two 

protons. Looking at Table 110 , this reaction is favorable at low potentials compared to the one 

electron reduction in water that occurs at very negative potentials (-1.90 V vs. normal hydrogen 

electrode at pH 7).28 

Examples of the reduction of CO2 shown in Table 1 are slow to occur without a catalyst. 

As a result, an energetically appropriate catalyst is required to efficiently increase the reaction 

rate for each of those reactions.13 As mentioned above, many studies have been devoted to 

examining the metal-based molecular catalysts for both electrochemical and photochemical 

reduction of carbon dioxide. However, most of them are based on redox catalysts containing 

precious metals such as rhenium29–31 or ruthenium.32–34 These reduction catalysts can be either 

electrocatalytic or sensitized by ruthenium or iridium-based photosensitizers.   

 

Table 1. Standard Potentials for Various CO2 Reductions Reactions at pH 7.10 

CO# + 2H' + 2e) 	⇌ CO +	H#O		            E- = 	−0.53	V 
 

CO# + 2H' + 2e) ⇌  	HCO#H		                 E- = 	−0.61	V 
 

CO# + 4H' + 4e) ⇌   HCHO +	H#O        E- = 	−0.48	V 
 

CO# + 6H' + 6e) ⇌  	CH9OH +	H#O      E- = 	−0.38	V 
 

CO# + 8H' + 8e) ⇌  CH: + 	2H#O          E- = 	−0.24	V 
 

CO# + 𝑒)   ⇌              CO#∙	)                      E- = 	−1.90	V	
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An alternative to the precious metal catalyst, earth abundant metals catalyst shown in 

Figure 3 such as cobalt35,36 nickel37,38 and iron39,40 that have great efficiency and good chemical 

stability and they are also capable of reducing carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide both 

electrochemically and photochemically.41 First-row transition metals complexes such as iron 

porphyrin and its derivatives are among the earth-abundant homogenous catalysts that offer great 

combination of efficiency and chemical stability for the reduction of carbon dioxide when an 

electron is transferred from the electrode or photosensitizer.13,42,43 As Bonin et al. states, iron 

porphyrin and its derivatives have good performances in reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon 

monoxide with turnover number (TON) of up to 30 and have catalytic selectivity of up to 85%.11 

However, 30 is not very high TON for a catalyst compared to the TON of 98,000 that was 

recorded for rare metal-based catalyst such Ru and Re.6,38 TON is the maximum number of 

moles of substrate that can be converted by a mole of catalyst before the reaction becomes 

inactive.    

 
Figure 3. Examples of carbon dioxide reduction catalysts incorporating first-row transition 
metals.35–40 
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This research study will focus on discrete molecular photosensitizers and catalysts and 

the bimolecular chemistry between them, allowing a modular testing approach. For instance, 

multiple catalysts can be used to scan a single photosensitizer without modifying a covalently 

linked system.  With this, the sensitizer and catalyst are not covalently bonded, and the excited 

sensitizer must be sufficiently long-lived (~µs) to undergo electron transfer to reduce the catalyst 

before the excited sensitizer relaxes back to its ground state. These requirements are available in 

the triplet excited state due to a forbidden transition that results in a slow relaxation process back 

to the singlet ground state resulting in a long-lived excited state.44  Mechanistically, reduction of 

CO2 by photochemical system consists of four different electron-transfer steps in the reductive 

quenching cycle of CO2, as shown in Figure 4.11  

 
Figure 4. Photocatalysis reductive quenching cycle for the conversion of CO2 to CO. PFe 
represents porphyrin. D represents electron donor. PS represents photosensitizer.11,45  
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To initiate the process in Figure 4, the photosensitizer (PS) must first be excited by 

absorption of visible light. Then, the excited state of the photosensitizer (PS*) is first reductively 

quenched by the electron donor. As a result, generation of radical 𝑃𝑆•	) acts as powerful 

reductant that can reduce the iron catalyst to its active state 𝑃𝐹𝑒(0)#). The radical anion of 

𝑃𝑆•	) can react with iron catalyst 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼)'	in a total of three consecutive steps to yield a 

catalytically active catalyst 𝑃𝐹𝑒(0)#). Then, the available carbon dioxide in the latter can 

undergo adduct formation with the active catalyst to successfully form [𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) − 𝐶𝑂#]#) by 

single carbenoid resonant form, as shown in Figure 5b. In Figure 5c and 5d, protonation of 

carbenoid complex can be accomplished by addition of two successive weak acid molecules 

(HA).  A weak acid is required to stabilize the intermediate [𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) − 𝐶𝑂#]#) by hydrogen 

bonding.  This is followed by adduct of one CO bond that leads to a stable 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐶𝑂 complex 

as shown in Figure 5e. In Figure 5f and 5g, 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼)) is regenerated when 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐶𝑂 is reduced 

by 𝑃𝐹𝑒(0)#). The cleavage of 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼)𝐶𝑂) in the final step of Figure 5g to form CO is 

accomplished by the radical 𝑃𝑆•	) that acts as an electron donor.  The product of 𝑃𝐹𝑒(𝐼)) in 

Figure 5f and 5g can be further reduced to form the active catalyst 𝑃𝐹𝑒(0)#), as shown in Figure 

5a.       

To design a sensitizer for photochemical carbon dioxide reduction, there are other 

principles to follow. Importantly, the sensitizer must absorb visible light to avoid decomposition 

of components in solution that might result from absorption lower wavelength. Less material can 

be used to absorb the same amount of light if the sensitizer has a high visible absorption cross-

section and extinction coefficient. Furthermore, both CO2 reduction catalyst and photosensitizer 

should be highly soluble in a polar solvent, such as THF, otherwise heterogenous catalysis 

reaction is involved instead of photocatalysis.44 Additionally, reversible electrochemistry is 
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important as well so that the excited sensitizer can regenerate over many the cycles of oxidation 

and reduction without being decomposed.   

 
Figure 5. Equations (a) through (g) are represent the intermediate step for the reduction of carbon 
dioxide to form CO. AH represents the acid.45 
 

Dipyrromethenes and pyrromethenes are commonly known as dipyrrin ligand that are 

capable of forming complexes that have potential to meet the above criteria for photosensitizers, 

as shown in Figure 6.46 Dipyrrin ligands have the intense visible absorption properties of the 

porphyrins, while being more synthetically accessible.   
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Of the dipyrrin family, boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) complexes are the most studied 

due to their high fluorescence quantum yields.47–49 Unfortunately, BODIPY dyes have poor 

intersystem crossing (ISC) efficiency, causing them to have a high fluorescence quantum yields. 

Because of the poor ICS, BODIPY dyes also have a short excited state lifetimes of picoseconds 

to nanosecond.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Structure of 2-(2H-pyrrol-2-ylidenemethyl)-1H-pyrrole also known as dipyrrin.50 

 

Transition metal dipyrrin complexes are known, however they are less studied than their 

BODIPY counterparts. When the dipyrrin ligand is coordinated to a third-row transition metal, 

phosphorescence is observed, indicating the formation of a triplet excited state.51,52 First-row 

transition metal complexes of dipyrrin ligands are also known and are often used in coordination 

polymers.53–55 At room temperature in a solid state and in polar solvent, several zinc(II) bis-

dipyrrin complexes form a long-lived triplet states.56,57 Electrochemical and photochemical 

properties for zinc dipyrrin complexes have been studied by researchers.58,59 However, zinc 

dipyrrin complexes have never been used as photosensitizers. As a result, this research will focus 

on using metal complexes involving zinc, a first-row transition metal, which ultimately leads to 

an exciting new study compared to rare and precious base-metal photosensitizer.           
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Previous work in the group has focused on the synthesis and quantification of triplet 

excited state formation in the zinc(II) dipyrrin complexes shown in Figure 6.60 Previous work by 

Alqahtani et al. showed that zinc(II) dipyrrin complex with iodine in THF solvent has a triplet 

quantum yield of 62% compared to zinc(II) dipyrrin complex without iodine that has triplet 

quantum yield of 29%, proving the author’s hypothesis that the presence of iodine atoms would 

enhance the formation of triplet excited states.60 This finding relates to this research because 

Alqahtani proved that iodine needs to be covalently bonded with the zinc(II) dipyrrin to have 

enhanced formation of triplet excited states (excellent photochemical properties of 

photosensitizer) compared to those without. Alqahtani also indicated that the increase in the 

quantum yield of the triplet state for zinc dipyrrin complex with iodine is not related to the 

increasing polarity of the solvent, the opposite is true for ZnDPY.60 This research study will 

focus on photocatalysis using zinc(II) dipyrrin complexes as photosensitizers, illustrated in 

Figure 7.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Target zinc(II) dipyrrin complexes for this research study.60 
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An appropriate catalyst must be paired with the photosensitizer so that the photocatalysis 

reaction can proceed. One property of an appropriate catalyst for this reaction is that it can be 

reduced by the photosensitizer. An example of such energetically appropriate catalysts are iron 

catalysts, like iron porphyrin complexes. Iron catalyst 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)-

21H,23H-porphyriniron(III) chloride abbreviated [FeF20TPPCl] fits the parameter according to 

Azacarate, wherein the catalyst must have a reduction potential less negative than the measured 

reduction potential of ZnDPY photosensitizer.61 Iron porphyrin complexes are also found in the 

literature where these are used both in electrocatalytic62,63 and photocatalytic CO2 reduction 

processes.13,64 Lastly, given its commercial availability and its appropriate energy, FeF20TPPCl 

was used as a catalyst. Hence, it can be reduced by the photosensitizers that is shown above in 

Figure 7.65 The structure of the iron catalyst (FeF20TPPCl) is shown in Figure 8.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 8. Chemical structure of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)-21H,23H-
porphyriniron(III) chloride (FeF20TPPCl) 
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An energetically appropriate electron donor must have an oxidation potential capable of 

reducing the excited sensitizer. According to the calculated reduction potential of excited 

sensitizer molecule for ZnDPY and ZnIDPY, benzyl mercaptan shown in Figure 9 will be chosen 

as the electron donor in the experiment for testing the abilities of the photosensitizer.66 Both 

potential energies of chosen iron catalyst and electron donor are energetically matched with both 

potentials of zinc(II) sensitizers, and as a result, reductive quenching pathway in Figure 4 will be 

the best fit for the reduction of carbon dioxide by photochemical system.      

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Chemical structure of benzyl mercaptan 

 

In addition to photosensitizer, catalyst, and electron donor, a phenol, C6H5OH, is used in 

photocatalysis as an acid synergist. The acid synergist can stabilize the intermediate step of 

catalyst–CO2 carbenoid complex by hydrogen bonding.45 Additionally, the presence of acid 

synergist is to increase the stability and catalytic efficiency of iron porphyrin  catalyst based on 

the foundations of two-electron push-pull mechanism where 𝑃𝐹𝑒(0)#) pushes two electrons to 

the substrate CO2 and the electron-poor acid synergist supports the adduct of one C-O bond.45,67    
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Excited State Electron Transfer and Photolysis with Zinc(II) Dipyrrin Sensitizers 

A long-lived triplet excited state is not always an indication that a chromophore will be a 

suitable photosensitizer. Additionally, the triplet excited state must be able to undergo electron 

transfer. Figure 465 shows the reversible electrochemistry of the reductive quenching cycle for 

photocatalysis with a reductive catalyst.  

As illustrated in Figure 4, the catalyst can oxidize the excited sensitizer, where the 

resulting oxidized sensitizer can be regenerated by an electron donor. Otherwise, the excited 

sensitizer can be reduced by an electron donor and then the reduced sensitizer can donate an 

electron to the catalyst so that the sensitizer can relax back to the ground state. For either 

mechanism, electron transfer is required for the excited state of the sensitizer. With this, the 

resulting oxidized or reduced sensitizer must be stable to experience a second electron transfer to 

regenerate the ground state sensitizer. 

With this information, this study will aim to sensitize a photocatalytic reduction of carbon 

dioxide. The evaluation of the excited state electron transfer of zinc sensitizers is the first 

objective of this research study. The first step is to measure the electrochemical potentials of the 

ground state of the two zinc(II) complexes in Figure 7 using cyclic voltammetry. In the second 

step, the excited state redox potential of the two zinc(II) dipyrrin complexes can be estimated 

using the approach of Rehm-Weller equations.68 The measured electrochemical potentials can 

then be used to match the sensitizers with an energetically appropriate catalyst and a sacrificial 

electron donor in the second part of the project. Lastly, this study requires performing 

photocatalytic experiment. Sensitizer, catalyst, and electron donor will be combined in a solution 

that is saturated with carbon dioxide and irradiated with visible light. After a set irradiation 
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period, the carbon monoxide that is formed by photocatalysis will be identified and quantified by 

gas chromatography.  

Research Aim 

The overall aim of this research project is to catalytically transform carbon dioxide into 

new sources of energy, making fossil fuels a more renewable energy option. There are many 

carbon dioxide reduction catalysts which incorporate abundant first-row transition metals, but a 

lack of earth abundant sensitizers. According to the previous work conducted by Alqahtani et al. 

the quantum yield of triplet state formation in ZnIDPY increased to 62% compared to ZnDPY 

with quantum yield of 29%.60 The increase in quantum yield of triplet state formation for 

ZnIDPY was due to the addition of iodine that was responsible for enhanced ISC.60 As a result, 

we hypothesize that both of zinc(II) dipyrrin sensitizers will be able to meet the requirements of 

an ideal photosensitizer to drive the photocatalysis of CO2 reduction together with the chosen 

catalyst and electron donor. Additionally, we hypothesize that ZnIDPY sensitizer would form 

more CO to diffuse to headspace due to the enhanced of ISC compared to ZnDPY during 

photocatalysis.      

The objectives of this research were accomplished in two steps. First, the electrochemical 

potentials of the two complexes ZnDPY and ZnIDPY were measured in polar solvents. These 

measured potentials were used to determine the excited state redox potentials of zinc(II) 

sensitizers. In the second step photocatalysis using a mixture of zinc(II) sensitizer, catalysts and 

electron donor was performed and the product formed was identified by gas chromatography. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

Carbon dioxide (high purity) was purchased from AirGas. Iron catalyst, 5,10,15,20-

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)-21H,23H-porphyriniron(III) chloride (≥95% HPLC purity) was 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Acetonitrile (HPLC grade), dichloromethane (certified ACS 

stabilized), tetrahydrofuran (HPLC grade), benzyl mercaptan (99% purity), ferrocene (99% 

purity), phenol crystalline (certified ACS +99% stabilized), tetrabutylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate (recrystallized and dried before use), and silver nitrate (certified ACS 

+99% purity metals basis) were purchased from Fisher Chemical. Both of photosensitizers Bis 

(1,3,7,9-tetramethyl-5-mesityldipyrrinato) zinc(II) complex [ZnDPY] and Bis (2,8-diiodo-

1,3,7,9- tetramethyl-5-mesityldipyrrinato) zinc(II) [ZnIDPY] were synthesized in the lab by 

Norah Alqahtani. 65  

Methods 

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) Data Acquisition for Zinc(II) Photosensitizers 
 

Cyclic voltammetry was performed using a Pine potentiostat WaveNow and a potential 

range of (±4.0 V). AfterMath software was used for the operation and data interpretation of the 

potentiostat. THF (HPLC grade) or DCM (HPLC grade) was used as the solvent with 0.1 M 

TBAPF6 as the supporting electrolyte. For a water-free electrochemistry, non-aqueous referenced 

electrode (RE) was used. It consisted of a silver wire immersed in a solution contained 0.01 M 

AgNO3 and 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in HPLC grade 

acetonitrile (CH3CN). A glassy carbon electrode was used as a working electrode (WE). 

Platinum wire was used as the counter electrode (CE). A schematic representation of the simple 

RE is shown in Figure 10.69   
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Figure 10. Simple non-aqueous reference electrode filled with reference solution is used in CV 
experiment. 69. Reprinted with premission from Elgrishi, N.; Rountree, K. J.; McCarthy, B. D.; 
Rountree, E. S.; Eisenhart, T. T.; Dempsey, J. L. A Practical Beginner’s Guide to Cyclic 
Voltammetry. J. Chem. Educ. 2018, 95 (2), 197–206. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jchemed.7b00361. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society 

 
The electrolyte solution, 5 mL, was placed in a sealed vial, and nitrogen gas was bubbled 

in the solution for about 5 minutes to remove dissolved oxygen. The sealed vial and all other 

necessary components were placed inside a nitrogen filled glove bag. Inside the glove bag, the 

electrochemical cell was assembled. Electrochemical reversibility was established using CV and 

the reported redox potentials of zinc(II) sensitizers were determined relative to a 

ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc) that was added to electrochemical cell as an internal standard. 

Redox potentials of ZnDPY was measured with THF solvent. Redox potentials of ZnIDPY was 

first performed with THF solvent and second with DCM. In both redox measurements of 

ZnIDPY, ferrocene was used as external standard due to overlaps of the analyte peak with 

ferrocene peak. A scan rate of 100 mV/s was used for all potential measurements.    

Detection and Calibration Methods of Carbon Monoxide by GC 
 

A SRI gas chromatography (310) instrument was used for the detection of carbon 

monoxide for the photocatalysis experiment. The GC is equipped with a thermal conductivity 

detector (TCD) and a 5A molecular sieve column. Over 60 injection trials, the best method for 

the identification and separation of CO peak was based on using helium as the carrier gas, a flow 

rate of 10 mL/min, oven temperature held at 60 °C and the TCD detector’s temperature set at 100 
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°C. A Scott Mini-Mix gas cylinder contained 0.5% moles of homogenized gases of carbon 

monoxide, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen in nitrogen gas was used for the calibration of 

the GC instrument. The retention time for CO peak was 5.40 minutes. Calibration curves for CO 

was determined by injecting 0.1-1.00 mL of the calibration gas. Injection of sample was 

performed using 1.00 mL disposable polypropylene syringe.  

Photocatalysis Experiment Setup using ZDPY and ZnIDPY as Photosensitizer 
 

A scintillation vial with a capacity of 24.144 mL was used to hold the reaction mixture of 

photocatalysis experiment. The total volume used for the reaction mixture in the reactor vial was 

10 mL. The final concentrations after dilution to 10 mL THF are 3.5x10-6 M for 

ZnDPY/ZnIDPY, 2x10-6 M for iron catalyst, 0.36 M for electron donor, and 2 M for phenol. By 

optimizing the concentration of sensitizer only, these concentrations offer the maximum amount 

of CO that can be detected in headspace by GC. The final concentrations for both sensitizers 

were calculated based on the assumption of 99% absorption of visible light. Final concentrations 

for iron catalyst, electron donor, and phenol were chosen based on a study conducted by Bonin 

et. al. for the photochemical reduction of CO2.13 The reactor vial was sealed with a septa and 

threaded cap. Then, it was bubbled with CO2 for 30 minutes. The reactor vial was irradiated by 

300 W Xe arc lamp. The Xe arc lamp was running at 275 W. An optic filter was placed between 

the lamp and the reactor vial to block wavelengths below 455 nm. A glass water filter was placed 

between the optic filter and the reactor vial to absorb NIR and IR part of the lamp spectrum. The 

reactor vial was placed in a temperature-controlled water bath at 25 oC using ISOTEMP 4100 

R20F. Figure 11 shows the photocatalysis experiment setup with its components.  
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The photocatalysis experiment was performed for about 65 hours when the amount of CO 

formed in headspace is slowing down. The headspace of the reactor vial was periodically 

sampled by withdrawing 1.00 mL using a syringe, which was injected directly into the GC. 

Three duplicated trials of photocatalysis experiment with each sensitizer were performed to 

check the reproducibility of CO produced in headspace under the same conditions. For each 

reaction mixture, two UV-Vis spectra were taken. The first UV-Vis spectra was taken 

immediately after preparing the reaction mixture and the second UV-Vis spectra was taken 

immediately after the photocatalysis experiment stopped.      

 

 

Figure 11. A picture shows the actual experimental components setup for photocatalysis reaction 
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Optic filter 

Glass water 
filter 
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Magnetic stir plate  
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Three different control experiments were performed to prove that the carbon monoxide 

product originated from the reduction of carbon dioxide. One control experiment was done by 

having the sealed reactor vial bubbled for 30 minutes with nitrogen gas instead of carbon dioxide 

gas. The second control experiment was done by blocking the visible light from reaching the 

reactor vial bubbled with carbon dioxide. The third control experiment was performed by having 

the headspace (HS) of reactor vial containing reaction mixture filled with calibration gas and 

blocking the light source from reaching the reactor vial. 

Initial Rate of Product Formation of Carbon Monoxide by Photocatalysis 
 

To compare how fast the carbon monoxide product was produced in the headspace by 

photocatalysis of the two different photosensitizers, the initial rate for each photocatalysis 

reaction associated with its specific sensitizer was estimated. The initial rate of reaction was 

estimated based on a plot of concentrations of carbon monoxide formed verses time. Generally, 

to calculate the rate of reaction using a plot, a tangent line can be drawn anywhere along the 

curve of CO formed vs. time. However, the tangent in this case was chosen to be drawn as soon 

as CO started to form in headspace. This will provide an appropriate measure of the initial rate of 

reaction. The gradient of the tangent line was used as a measure of initial rate of reaction. 

Equation (1) was used to calculate the rate of carbon monoxide formation using both 

photosensitizers.  

Slope of tangent line = initial Rate = 
∆[JK]
∆L

        (1) 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Measuring Redox Potentials for Zinc(II) Dipyrrin Complexes Using CV 
 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a powerful technique used to investigate the electrochemical 

behavior (oxidation/reduction potentials, reversibility, etc.) of a redox-active species. Here, CV 

was used to measure the electrochemical potentials of the ground state for the two complexes 

ZnDPY and ZnIDPY. With these measured potentials, the excited state redox potentials for both 

sensitizers was determined using Rehm-Weller equations. To successfully drive the reduction of 

CO2 by photochemical system, the redox potential values of both ground and excited state for 

zinc(II) sensitizers will be matched to energetically appropriate catalyst and electron donor.          

In electrochemistry potential measurements, the presence of oxygen during potential 

measurement in open atmosphere causes a reversible one-electron reduction peak to form oxygen 

radical anion.69 As a result, the presence of oxygen in an electrochemical experiment can alter 

the electrochemical response by overlapping with the analyte peaks.69 To overcome the 

interference from the dissolved oxygen during electrochemical potential measurements, the 

prepared electrolyte solution was bubbled with nitrogen gas prior to taking every CV 

measurement. Additionally, each CV experiment was performed in a glove bag that was filled 

with nitrogen gas. Figure 12 represents CV scan for ZnDPY referenced to ferrocene that was 

added to cell as internal standard. The voltammogram of ZnDPY complex in Figure 12 showed 

two reversible reductions peaks potentials (E1/2)red1 is -2.329 V and (E1/2)red 2 is -2.671 and one 

reversible oxidation potential (E1/2)ox is 0.3892 V. In the study conducted by Tungulin et al. for 

zinc(II) Dipyrromethene CV scan, they have illustrated that both of oxidation and reduction 

potentials are assigned to the ligand.58 With this information, the voltammogram of ZnDPY in 

Figure 12 shows the first referenced reduction value of ZnDPY is attributed to one-electron 
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reduction of π*-orbital localized on the dipyrrin ligand. The second referenced reduction value is 

also attributed to the same process. The existence of two different waves for the same process 

can be assigned to Coloumbic repulsion and not to any difference in energy and/or electronic 

communication of the identical ligands.70 The potential value of one referenced reversible 

oxidation for ZnDPY in Figure 12 is assigned to one-electron oxidation of the π-orbital of the 

ligand. Number of electrons (n) involved in this cyclic voltammogram is one and it was 

estimated based on a peak-to-peak difference of anodic and cathodic potentials that equal to 

theoretical value of 59mV/n.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Cyclic voltammogram of ZnDPY showing both reduction potentials and one 
oxidation potential referenced to ferrocene in 0.1 M TBAPF6 with THF solvent 
 

(E1/2) OX = 0.3892 V 

(E1/2) red1 = -2.329 V 

(E1/2) red2 = -2.671 V 
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For ZnIDPY photosensitizer, CV revealed two reduction potentials for ZnIDPY. The 

values of the first (E1/2)red 1 and second (E1/2)red 2  reductions potentials are -1.8901 V and -2.7271 

V, respectively. Both reductions potentials were calculated with respect to ferrocene that was 

added as external standard. The voltammogram of the first reversible and second quasi-reversible 

reductions potentials for ZnIDPY in THF that were referenced to ferrocene are shown in Figures 

13 and 14, respectively. Again, according to Tungulin at el. both reductions potentials of 

ZnIDPY in Figure 13 and 14 are assigned to one-electron reduction of π*-orbital localized on the 

dipyrrin ligand.58  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Voltammogram of ZnIDPY in 0.1 M TBAPF6 electrolyte showing the first reduction 
potential referenced to ferrocene in THF solvent 
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Figure 14. Voltammogram of ZnIDPY in 0.1 M TBAPF6 electrolyte showing the second 
reduction potential referenced to ferrocene in THF solvent 

 
 

In THF solvent, peaks potentials of both ferrocene and ZnIDPY are overlapping with 

each other’s in the positive scan range of 0.1-1.0 V. As a result, the oxidation’s peak potential for 

ZnIDPY complex was investigated in DCM solvent. Figure 15 represents oxidation peak 

potentials for ZnIDPY referenced to ferrocene in DCM solvent. The voltammogram in Figure 15 

shows only two oxidations potentials for ZnIDPY complex between the scan range of 1 to 0.3 V. 

The first oxidation potential (E1/2)OX1 has a value of 0.71059 V while the second oxidation 

potential (E1/2)OX2 has a value of 0.49795 V. Both oxidation potentials for ZnIDPY were 

referenced to ferrocene that was added as external standard. Both oxidations potentials are 

assigned to the ligand due to one-electron oxidation of π-orbital localized on the dipyrrin ligand.         
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The redox potential values of ground state for both zinc(II) sensitizers were obtained 

experimentally using CV, where the collected data are shown in Table 2. The redox potentials of 

excited state of ZnDPY and ZnIDPY sensitizers were calculated using the redox potential values 

of the ground states. Rehm-Weller Equations 268 and 368 below are used for this purpose.   

     

 

Figure 15. Voltammogram of ZnIDPY complex referenced to ferrocene in DCM solvent and 0.1 
M TBAPF6 electrolyte and it is showing two oxidations potentials 
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Table 2. Redox Potential Values of the Ground State of Zinc(II) Dipyrrin Complexes Referenced 
to Ferrocene, Measured by Cyclic Voltammetry 
 

 
Sample 

 
Solvent (E1/2) Ox. 1 (E1/2) Ox. 2 (E1/2) Red. 1 (E1/2) Red. 2 

 
ZnDPY 

 

0.1 M TBAPF6 

with THF 
0.3892 V NA -2.329 V -2.671 V 

 
ZnIDPY 

 

0.1 M TBAPF6 

with THF 
NA NA -1.8959 V -2.7271 V 

0.1 M TBAPF6 

with DCM 
0.49795 V 0.71059 V NA NA 

 
 
 

Calculation for the Excited State Redox Potential for Zinc(II) Dipyrrin Complexes 

Both Equations 268 and 368 and the calculated values of the redox potentials of the ground 

state of both zinc(II) sensitizer were used to calculate the redox potentials of the orbitals in the 

excited state of ZnDPY and ZnIDPY. The term ET represents energy of the triplet state for 

ZnDPY and ZnIDPY. The value of ET for ZnIDPY was based on the emission spectra of 

ZnIDPY recorded at 77 K in frozen 2-Me THF (red) as shown in Figure 16.60 The value of ET for 

ZnDPY was obtained from literature.56      

  

𝑬𝑶𝒙
𝒐𝒁𝒏𝑫𝑷𝒀,			𝒁𝒏𝑰𝑫𝑷𝒀∗ = 	𝑬𝑶𝒙

𝒐𝒁𝒏𝑫𝑷𝒀,			𝒁𝒏𝑰𝑫𝑷𝒀 − 𝑬𝑻      (2) 
 
 
𝑬𝑹𝒆𝒅
𝒐𝒁𝒏𝑫𝑷𝒀,			𝒁𝒏𝑰𝑫𝑷𝒀∗ = 	𝑬𝑹𝒆𝒅

𝒐𝒁𝒏𝑫𝑷𝒀,			𝒁𝒏𝑰𝑫𝑷𝒀 + 𝑬𝑻      (3) 
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Figure 16. Normalized low temperature emission spectra for ZnDPY (blue) and ZnIDPY (red) 
recorded at 77 K in frozen 2-Me THF solution. 60 Reprinted with permission from Alqahtani, N. 
Z.; Blevins, T. G.; McCusker, C. E. Quantifying Triplet State Formation in Zinc Dipyrrin 
Complexes. J. Phys. Chem. A 2019. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b08682. Copyright (2019) 
American Chemical Society 

 

The potential values of the ground state shown in Table 2 and the calculated potential 

values of the excited states were converted to V vs. SCE.71 The conversion Eº1/2 (Fc/Fc+) = 

+0.547 V vs. SCE in THF solvent was used to produce an energy diagram shown in Figure 17. In 

order to perform photocatalysis experiment, a catalyst and sacrificial donor were chosen for each 

sensitizer (ZnDPY and ZnIDPY).         

For a successful photocatalysis experiment, the electrochemical potential for both 

sensitizers must match with an energetically appropriate catalyst and sacrificial electron donor. A 

sacrificial donor and a catalyst were chosen for both photosensitizers. Both the chosen catalyst 

and sacrificial donor along with sensitizers have undergone reductive quenching cycle to 

transform the available carbon dioxide in the latter to carbon monoxide.  
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The catalyst in the excited state was first reduced and then oxidized to return to the 

ground state. Iron catalyst (FeF20TPPCl)72 and sacrificial electron donor (Benz-s)66 were chosen 

for both sensitizers. The iron catalyst used in the experiment was commercially available. It was 

used for both sensitizers to perform photocatalysis experiment. Both potential energies for 

catalysts and electron donor were included into the orbital’s energy diagram illustrated in Figure 

17. This was done for a possible reductive quenching cycle to successfully drive the 

photochemical reduction of carbon dioxide using visible light.   

 

 

 

Figure 17. Energy diagram shows the energy of the chosen catalysts and sacrificial donor for 
ZnDPY and ZnIDPY sensitizers 
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Calibration Curve of Carbon Monoxide 

The carbon monoxide sample used for the calibration of GC instrument contained a 

mixture of 14 liters of gas pressurized at 17 bar and 21°C to approximately a 2 liter cylinder. The 

cylinder contained 0.5% moles of homogenized gases of carbon monoxide, oxygen, carbon 

dioxide, and hydrogen in nitrogen gas. A capacity of 1.00 mL disposable polypropylene syringe 

was used for sample injection. Known volumes that ranged from 0.1 mL to 1.00 mL of the same 

sample that described above was injected directly into GC to produce a calibration curve of CO 

shown in Figure 18. 

At this point, the calibration curve of carbon monoxide was used to determine both the 

limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ). Equations 473 and 573 were used to 

calculate the LOD and LOQ, respectively. A signal-to-noise ration of 3:1 and 10:1 are 

considered acceptable limits for estimating limit of detection and limit of quantification, 

respectively. In the equations, m represents the slope of the calibration curve with a value of 

1072.5 peak area/µmole CO. Meanwhile, S represents the standard deviation (1.287) of the 

signal. The calculated value of LOD is 0.0036 µmole and LOQ is 0.012 µmole.   

 

LOD = 3S/m            (4) 

LOQ = 10S/m             (5) 
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Figure 18. Calibration curve of carbon monoxide. Calibration gas is contained 0.5% moles of 
homogenized gases of CO, O2, CO2, and H2 in N2 gas pressurized at 17 bar in 2 liters cylinder. 
Dash line represents a direct proportional response between GC and detected amount of CO. 
LOD represents lowest amount of CO can be detected within a specified analytical method 
 

UV-Vis Absorption Spectra for Catalyst and both Photosensitizers 

The UV-Vis absorption spectra for iron catalyst and both photosensitizers were obtained 

and are shown in Figure 19. The maximum absorption wavelength for π to π* transition for 

inactive iron catalyst was found to be 412 nm, and the π to π* transition for ZnDPY and ZnIDPY 

photosensitizers were determined to be 490 nm and 513 nm, respectively. The inactive iron 

catalyst has a chlorine attached to the central metal Fe(III)-Cl as shown in Figure 8 above. 

During photocatalysis, chlorine is dissociated and allowing Fe(III)F20TPP to be reduced by a 

photosensitizer to its active state Fe(0)F20TPP. The purpose of the obtained absorption spectra 

for catalyst and both sensitizers is to ensure that most of the light in the visible region during the 

photocatalysis experiment is being absorbed by the photosensitizer and not by the iron catalyst.   

LOD = 0.0036 µmole 
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Figure 19. UV-Visible absorption spectra for iron catalyst and both photosensitizers in THF 
solvent. Concentration of iron catalyst is 2x10-6 M and 3.5x10-6 M for both photosensitizers   
 

Data Analysis for Carbon Dioxide Reduction using ZnDPY as Photosensitizer 
 

The data analysis of photocatalysis experiment setup for carbon dioxide reduction using 

3.5x10-6 M ZnDPY, 2x10-6 M iron catalyst, 0.36 M electron donor, and 2 M phenol in 10 mL 

THF. The reactor vial was sealed and then it was bubbled with carbon dioxide for 30 minutes. 

Then, it was irradiated for 65 hours using Xe arc lamp and optic filter. Eight samples were done 

by drawing 1.00 mL from the headspace of the reactor vial and injected directly into the GC. The 

peak area of the detected CO was used to calculate micromoles of CO in 1.00 mL of the injected 

sample, utilizing the equation of the calibration curve. Table 3 shows the amount of CO 

generated in the headspace for 65 hours. The amount of CO in headspace for the first trial for 

injections 1-8 are calculated based on Equation (6) of the calibration line and based on vial’s 

headspace volume of 14.144 mL.      

y = 1072.5X − 2.25              (6) 
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As mentioned in the experimental and method chapter, the photocatalysis experiment for 

the reduction of carbon dioxide was required to be replicated for three more trials. This was done 

to ensure that the same amount of carbon monoxide can be generated in the headspace of the 

reactor vial over the same amount of time. The data collected for the average total amount of CO 

produced in the headspace of the three trials are shown in Table 3. The collected data in Table 3 

clearly shows an increase in the production of carbon monoxide in the head space over time. 

These data were averaged and plotted against average irradiation time as shown in Figure 20. 

The TON was calculated using Equation 7 and illustrated in Table 3.   

 
TON = `abcd	efadg	ah	ij	kl	mgcnopcqg	har	gcqm	klsgqbkal	paklb

efadg	ah	qcbcdtob	kl	oadubkal
       (7) 

 

Table 3. Average Amount of Carbon Monoxide Generated in Headspace Over Time for the 
Three Trials using ZnDPY PS 

 
Injection # Avg. 

Hours 
Avg. Total 
µmole CO 

in 
headspace 

STD TON of 
CO 

formation 

STD 

1 2 0.0349 ± 0.0094 1.7 ± 0.4 
2 5 0.0565 ± 0.0013 2.8 ± 0.1 
3 11 0.0687 ± 0.0015 3.4 ± 0.2 
4 20 0.0878 ± 0.0042 4.3 ± 0.1 
5 26 0.1038 ± 0.0057 5.1 ± 0.1 
6 44 0.1181 ± 0.0061 5.9 ± 0.3 
7 52 0.1383 ± 0.0133 6.9 ± 0.5 
8 65 0.1464 ± 0.0097 7.3 ± 0.1 
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Figure 20. Average amount of CO produced in the headspace using ZnDPY PS for a 65-hour 
irradiation is shown on the right-side axis. Meanwhile, TON of CO is shown on the left- side 
axis. The dotted lines represent a smooth increase of CO in HS overtime. Error bars represents 
the three duplicated trials 

 

Figure 20 shows the amount of carbon monoxide generated is reproducible over time. It 

also shows that the rate of carbon monoxide produced in the headspace started to decrease 

between 55 and 65 hours. The variation (represented by error bars) may be due to a few factors. 

First, is the time related to sampling. Second is the difficulty of weighing 1.0 mg and 1.5 mg for 

limited amount available of PS and catalyst, respectively. This might lead to variation in the 

concentration of each sample. The third factor is related to sample injection slow or fast injection 

leads to peak broadening and/or poor resolution. The standard deviation for each individual 

injection point is shown in the same figure. The calculated values for turnover number (TON) of 

carbon monoxide formation over time are listed in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 20. The TON of 

carbon monoxide formation exceeded 7.0 for a total irradiation time of 65 hours. This value is 
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much lower compared to a study conducted by Bonin that showed TON of up to 140 for the 

reaction mixture containing the same type of iron catalyst (FeTPP) coupled with the precious 

metal-based photosensitizer Ir(ppy)3.13 Rare metal-based catalyst such Ru and Re coupled with 

rare and expensive metal sensitizers (e.g. Ir and Ru) are reported with TON of 98,000.38,74  

Data Analysis for Carbon Dioxide Reduction using ZnIDPY as Photosensitizer 

Experimentally, photocatalysis of carbon dioxide reduction was performed with ZnIDPY 

photosensitizer in the same way as performed with ZnDPY. Data analysis of carbon monoxide 

generated over time in the headspace by photocatalytic system were collected. These were 

analyzed and calculated in the same way as ZnDPY sensitizer.     

Table 4 shows the average total amount of CO generated in the headspace for the three 

replicated trials. The Table shows these values along with the TON of carbon monoxide 

formation by photocatalysis system. A plot of both the average total amount of carbon monoxide 

in headspace over time and TON are shown in Figure 21. The standard deviation for each 

individual injection point in Figure 21 was also calculated, which are shown in Table 4. The 

associated error bar is shown in the same plot. Figure 21 clearly shows reproducible trends for 

the increase in the amount of carbon monoxide produced in the headspace over time by 

photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide. For 83 hours of photocatalysis, the maximum value 

of TON was calculated 16. Figure 21 also shows that the amount of carbon monoxide in the 

headspace started to show a maintained level between 70 and 83 hours.  
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Table 4. Average Amount of Carbon Monoxide Generated in the Headspace for Approximately 
83 Hours of Irradiation Time of the Three Replicated Trials using ZnIDPY PS 

 
Injection # Avg. 

Hours 
Avg. Total 
µmole CO 

in 
headspace 

STD TON of CO 
formation 

STD 

1 2.3 0.0562 ± 0.0031  2.8 ± 0.1 
2 6 0.1008 ± 0.0076  5.0 ± 0.3 
3 12.3 0.1375 ± 0.0199  6.8 ± 1.1 
4 22.3 0.1604 ± 0.0188  8.0 ± 0.6 
5 27.3 0.1914 ± 0.0239 9.5 ± 0.8 
6 35.8 0.2264 ± 0.0168  11.3 ± 0.6 
7 46.5 0.2688 ± 0.0044 13.4 ± 0.1 
8 54.0 0.2951 ± 0.0120  14.7 ± 0.1 
9 70.5 0.3147 ± 0.0083 15.7 ± 0.3 

10 83.5 0.3284 ± 0.0061 16.4 ± 0.3 
 

 
Figure 21. Average total amount of CO produced in the headspace using ZnIDPY PS for an 83-
hour irradiation time is shown on the right-side axis. TON (red dots) of CO formation, which are 
exceeds 16, is shown on the left-side axis. The dotted lines represent a smooth increase of CO in 
HS overtime. Error bars represents the three duplicated trials 
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UV-Vis Absorption Spectra for Photocatalysis Reaction Mixture 

UV-Vis absorption spectra of the reaction mixture in Figure 22 was obtained before 

photocatalysis experiment and immediately after stopping the experiment. The reaction mixture 

contains all experimental components including electron donor. However, Figure 22 is only 

showing the UV-Vis absorption region of interest for both the catalyst and sensitizer. Before 

photocatalysis, the inactive catalyst PFe(III) has chemical formula FeF20TPPCl with an 

absorption of 420 nm. Due to the many different oxidation states available after photocatalysis 

for iron catalyst (e.ge FeII, FeI, Fe0, and FeII-CO), it’s difficult to assign an absorption bond to 

only one of several existing oxidation states of the iron catalyst due to the overlapping of the 

absorptions spectra for all available oxidations states of iron catalyst in the region of 

approximately 400-420 nm.10 So, the absorption at 422 nm in Figure 22 represents one of the 

available oxidation states of iron catalyst.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. UV-Vis spectra for the reactor solution mixture before (blue) and after (orange) the 
photocatalysis. The photocatalysis experiment was performed for 65 hours 
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The sensitizer ZnDPY still has the same wavelength of maximum absorbance, 490 nm. 

However, the absorption has decreased because some of the excited sensitizer complexes are not 

able to regenerate over several cycles of oxidation and reduction and decomposes. UV-Vis 

absorption spectra before and after photocatalysis for a reaction mixture contained ZnIDPY 

coupled with iron catalyst, electron donor, and phenol is shown in Figure 23. After 83 hours of 

photocatalysis experiment, ZnIDPY decomposes much more compared to ZnDPY.   

 

 

Figure 23. UV-Vis spectra for the reactor solution mixture before (red) and after (blue) the 
photocatalysis. The photocatalysis experiment was performed for 83 hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 

513 nm 
ZnIDPY 

412 nm 
Inactive  
Catalyst 
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Rate of Carbon Monoxide Produced by Photocatalysis using ZnDPY and ZnIDPY Sensitizer 
 

The concentration of average total carbon monoxide produced in headspace for each 

injection was calculated using Table 3 for ZnDPY and Table 4 for ZnIDPY. The volume of 

headspace is 14.14 mL. A plot of concentration of carbon monoxide formed with respect to time 

for both photosensitizers is shown in Figure 24. From the plot, the slope related to reaction rate 

of ZnIDPY is steeper compared to that of ZnDPY. As a result, there is about 47% more of CO 

produced in headspace for photocatalysis reaction involving ZnIDPY sensitizer than ZnDPY. 

The initial rate of reaction for both photosensitizers was estimated using the slope of tangent line 

and Equation (1).    

 

Figure 24. Reaction rate for the formation of CO by photocatalytic system for three duplicated 
trials with ZnDPY and ZnIDPY sensitizers 

 

Initial rate of reaction ZnIDPY  
= 8.5x10

-7
 M/hr 

Initial rate of reaction ZnDPY  
= 4.0x10

-7
 M/hr 
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Photocatalysis Control Experiment 

Two different control experiments were performed for both sensitizers (ZnDPY and 

ZnIDPY). For each sensitizer, one control experiment was done by having the reactor vial 

contain the reaction mixture bubbled with N2 gas and irradiated with light source. The second 

control experiment was done by blocking the light source from reaching the reactor vial that 

contained the reaction mixture bubbled with CO2. In the third control experiment, the headspace 

of a reactor vial containing the reaction mixture was filled with calibration gas to determine if 

CO is soluble in the solution. The light source was blocked from reaching the reactor vial. The 

headspace of reactor vial for the first and second control experiments were analyzed by GC for 

CO. Briefly, both control experiments showed no CO produced in the headspace. Analysis of the 

headspace for the third control experiment shows no CO diffused to the reaction mixture. These 

control experiments support that CO produced is due to photoreduction of CO2. Also, the 

reaction rate is accurately measured by monitoring the amount of CO in the headspace.  
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS  

Experimental study and data analysis revealed that a new class of first-row transition 

metal zinc(II) dipyrrin photosensitizers were able to successfully drive a photocatalytic reduction 

system to convert the carbon dioxide into a highly stable product of carbon monoxide. The study 

of both sensitizers was accomplished in two steps. The first step to accomplish this study was by 

measuring the electrochemical potential of the orbitals in the ground and excited states of the two 

zinc(II) dipyrrin sensitizers. This was measured by cyclic voltammetry and was used to match 

them with an energetically appropriate catalyst (FeF20TPPCl) from the first-row transition metals 

and an electron donor (Benz-s).  

The second step was photocatalysis experiments performed using a mixture containing 

zinc(II) sensitizer, iron catalyst, and electron donor to reduce CO2. This reaction mixture was 

irradiated with visible wavelength light in the presence of carbon dioxide. Carbon monoxide, the 

photocatalysis product, was identified and quantified by gas chromatography over time. The first 

set of photocatalysis experiments were performed using ZnDPY photosensitizer. Data analysis 

shows that the amount of carbon monoxide produced in the headspace by photocatalytic system 

increases over time during the total run time of 65 hours. The maximum TON obtained was 7.3 

for the formation of carbon monoxide in headspace. This value is comparable to TON of 5-60 

with same type of catalyst but coupled with rare and expensive sensitizer.13   

On the other hand, the second set of photocatalysis experiments were performed using 

ZnIDPY photosensitizer. Data analysis also shows an increase in the amount of carbon monoxide 

during the total run time of 83 hours. The maximum TON obtained was 16.4 for the formation of 

carbon monoxide in headspace. Again, this value is still comparable to 5-60 TON using the same 

type of catalyst but coupled with rare and expensive sensitizer. There is about 47% more carbon 
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monoxide generated in the headspace over time using ZnIDPY photosensitizer in contrast to 

ZnDPY under the same experimental conditions as possible. These results are in agreements with 

first hypothesis for having first-row transition metal zinc(II) dipyrrin as a satisfactory 

photosensitizer. Also, the result comes with agreements with the second hypothesis for having 

more CO produced in headspace using ZnIDPY sensitizer compare to ZnDPY. Finally, the 

estimated initial rate of product formation by photocatalysis using ZnIDPY photosensitizer is 

faster than the initial rate estimated using ZnDPY photosensitizer.        
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